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We report on a class of acoustic metamaterial lattices which exploit multi-stability and kinematic amplification
to independently adjust the local effective mass, damping, and stiffness properties, thereby realizing congruent
alterations to the dispersion response post-fabrication. The fundamental structural tuning element permits a
broad range in the effective property space; moreover, its particular design carries the benefit of tuning without
altering the original size/shape of the emerging metamaterial structure. The relation between the tuning
element geometry and the achieved variability in effective properties is explored. Bloch’s theorem facilitates
the dynamic analysis of representative 1D/2D systems, revealing, e.g., band-gap formation/closure/migration
and positive/negative metadamping in accordance with the tuning element configuration. To demonstrate
a utility, we improvise a waveguide by appropriately patterning the tuning element configuration within 2D
system. We believe that the proposed strategy offers a new way to expand the range of performance and
functionality of metamaterial lattices.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Architected materials are a type of engineered media
characterized by an internal structure which engenders
extraordinary effective properties and functionalities,
and thus, have stimulated research across the range
of materials science and engineering, including the
thermal1,2 , optical3,4 , acoustic5–7 , mechanical8–10 , and
biological11,12 sectors. In the context of elastodynamics,
architected materials (i.e., phononic materials13 ) utilize
the internal structure to manipulate the scattering and
resonance phenomena peculiar to wave propagation,
enabling an engineered dynamic response that has
realized, e.g., negative14–16 , amplified17,18 , and
(analogous) quantum mechanical19–22 properties,
and provided a foundation for new and expanded
functionalities23 and applications24 . The periodicity
of typical phononic material architectures mimics that
of crystalline solids; although, where the fundamental
repeating element (i.e., unit cell) which shapes the
overall material response is a “structural molecule”
of custom geometry and composition. On a parallel
track, advancements in 3D-printing technology enable
the physical realization of increasingly complex unit
cell designs at progressively smaller scales, allowing
evermore precise tailoring of the corresponding dynamic
response.
However, once fabricated, the unit cell
architecture is, generally, static and, thus, the resulting
phononic material is ill-suited for applications with
changing operational requirements. To broaden the
range of response and enhance the functionality of
phononic materials, a tuning capacity instituted at the
architectural level is desirable and the overall aim of this
article.
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On the matter of tuning phononic material
performance post-fabrication, several strategies are
summarized in the literature, including mechanical
pre-loading25–27 , integrated piezoelectric28–33 and
electromagnetic34,35 elements, phase transitions36,37 ,
mass redistribution38–40 , and geometric instability41–44 .
In general, the tuning is continuous, granting smooth
adjustments to performance; moreover, it is facilitated
via reversible processes, granting repeatability. However,
while these diverse approaches are able to manipulate
the effective mass, damping, and stiffness that govern
the observed dynamic response, typically, the achieved
tuning capability is limited to a single material property;
still, methods that couple two or more properties tacitly
accept trade-off and compromise in their manipulation.
For greater control of the wave dynamics, the literature
is wanting in a strategy that independently tunes all
three properties which this article aims to address,
specifically.
In addition to the above-listed techniques, geometric
multi-stability45–50 has also been exploited as a tuning
mechanism; although, one which demands neither
specific material constituents nor constant stimulation
in regard to implementation within the architecture and
activation/stabilization of the tuned state. Utilizing
this approach, mechanically switching the architecture
to any of several discrete configurations realizes a unique
effective stiffness, often accompanied by a residual
strain. Recently, Frazier51 combined multi-stability
and kinematic amplification to tune the effective mass
without material transport or residual strain. Utilizing
this design a template, this article proposes a tuning
element which effects additional tuning capabilities in the
stiffness and damping parameters in order to complete
the property triad. We demonstrate the design strategy
in one- and two-dimensional lattices where the specific
configuration of the tuning element is reflected in the
distinct frequency and damping ratio band diagrams
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FIG. 1. Multi-stable Tuning Element. (a) The bi-stable kinematic amplification component including two-bar linkage and offset.
(b) The potential energy landscape indicating the component bi-stability and, by virtue of the symmetry, the recoverability
of the elastic components. (c) Stable configurations, labeled according to φs where φ1 < φ2 . (d) The mass, damping, and
stiffness components forming the tuning element.

produced by the associated complex dispersion relations
with variable material coefficients. In re-configuring the
tuning element, we observe the formation, closure, and
migration of band gaps, a change in the sonic wave
speed, and both positive and negative metadamping.
As an exemplary application, we construct a waveguide
within a 2D system by spatially prescribing the effective
property-linked element configuration, demonstrating a
post-fabrication custom morphology in support of a
desired function.
II.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

A.

The Multi-stable Element

Central to the metamaterial tuning ability are the
multi-stability and kinematic amplification provided by
the internal architecture. To realize these effects, we
exploit the geometry proposed by Frazier51 (Fig. 1a) as
a key component of the tuning element that, ultimately,
enables adjustments to the effective properties. The
component comprises a simple, two-bar linkage together
with a linear spring of stiffness, k, and a fluid damper of
viscosity, c, coupling the motion of the free ends, i.e.,
nodes 1 and C. As the spring penalizes deformation,
the component possesses a finite number of energetically
stable arrangements distinguished by the configuration
parameter, φ ∈ [−π, π].
Written explicitly, the

configuration-dependent deformation energy is expressed
as follows:
q
2
k
ℓ22 − [yC − ℓ1 sin(φ)]2 − |xC − ℓ1 cos(φ)| .
ψ(φ) =
2
(1)
For a particular set of material and geometric
parameters, Fig.
1b depicts the energy landscape
described by Eq.
(1), revealing two degenerate
minimum-energy states, φs , s = 1, 2 (Fig. 1c) indicative
of both the component bi-stability and recoverability,
i.e., the component length regains its undeformed value
within each stable configuration. In addition, within the
component, we identify two axes of deformation: the
primary axis extending through nodes 1 and 2, and the
secondary axis passing through nodes 1 and C. Since the
two axes are non-parallel, φ1 ̸= φ2 such that the response
at node A is configuration-specific. Through the rigid
links, the motion of node A is directly related to that of
the free ends. For small amplitude displacements along
the primary axis (see Appendix):
u2 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )u1
,
1 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )
cos(φs ) cos(θs )
vA = (u1 − u2 )
.
sin(φs + θs )
uA =

(2a)
(2b)

The multi-stable tuning element (Fig. 1d) assembles
three of the above-described components in order
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to effect independent adjustments to the effective
mass, stiffness, and damping. For clarity, equivalent
parameters in the mass, stiffness, and damping
components are bare, primed, and double-primed,
respectively. Apparently, the inertia supplied by mass,
ma , resists the acceleration of node A. Similarly, ka
opposes the relative displacement between nodes A′
and B′ ; ca opposes the relative velocity between nodes
A′′ and B′′ . To ensure that the deformation energy
vanishes in each of the stable configurations (i.e., the
element regains its undeformed length), we place node
B′ along the secondary axis. To simplify the subsequent
presentation, B′′ is assumed co-located with B′ . Through
rigid connections, the motions of nodes B′ and C mirror
those of nodes 1 and 2, respectively.
In general, for a tuning element comprising
n components, there are as many as 2n stable
configurations (Fig. S1a). In order to effect a transition
between all possible configurations, care is taken to
ensure that the two-bar linkages within a tuning element
attain their maximum extension simultaneously (Mov.
S1). To this end, for simplicity, the present construction
utilizes linkages with identical extended length, but
variable lengths for the constituent bars. In addition,
each linkage connects to the same nodes (e.g., nodes 1
and C). Essentially, linkages are constructed following
an ellipse: linkages connect nodes 1 and C (i.e., the
focii) and have an extended length that is twice the
semi-major axis; internal joints A, A′ , and A′′ lie along
the ellipse perimeter.
B.

Effective Properties

To characterize the performance of the tuning element,
we consider the dynamics of the isolated unit cell
in Fig.
1e.
The relevant equations of motion
emerge from the dissipative Euler-Lagrange equation,
(L,u̇ ),t −L,u +R,u̇ = 0, with Lagrangian, L(u, u̇), and
viscous dissipation function, R(u̇).
We define the
dimensionless displacement and time
variables,
ū =
p
u/a and t̄ = ω0 t where ω0 =
k/m. Utilizing
these definitions and dividing by ka2 , the corresponding
non-dimensional kinetic energy, T , deformation energy,
V , and rate of energy loss, R, are expressed as follows:
1 2 1
1
2
ū˙ + m̄a ū˙ 2A + m̄a v̄˙ A
,
2 1 2
2
1
1
V = (ū2 − ū1 )2 + k̄a (δ ℓ̄AB )2 ,
2
2
1
1
2
R = c̄(ū˙ 2 − ū˙ 1 ) + c̄a (δ ℓ̄˙AB )2 ,
2
2
T =

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)

where m̄a = ma /m, k̄a = ka /k, c̄ = c/m, and c̄a = ca /m
denote the normalized material parameters; δ ℓ̄AB is the
change in the length of the line joining nodes A′ (or A′′ )
and B′ .
Substituting the definitions from Eq. (2) into Eq.
(3), L(u, u̇) and R(u̇) become sole functions of the

time-dependent boundary displacements uT = [u1 u2 ].
The dissipative Euler-Lagrange’s equation yields the unit
¨ + Cū˙ + Kū = 0,
cell matrix equations of motion, Mū
where


1 + m̄a δ11 −m̄a δ12 /2
M=
,
(4a)
−m̄a δ21 /2 m̄a δ22


1 −1
C =(c̄ + c̄a εc )
,
(4b)
−1 1


1 −1
K =(1 + k̄a εk )
,
(4c)
−1 1
are the tunable mass, damping, and stiffness matrices,
respectively; δij , εc , and εk are configuration-dependent
tuning coefficients:
2

δ11 = [cos(φs ) csc(φs + θs )] ,
δ12 = δ21 = 2 cos(φs ) cos(θs ) csc(φs + θs ) cot(φs + θs ),
2

δ22 = [cos(θs ) csc(φs + θs )] ,

2
cos(αs′′ ) − sin(αs′′ ) cot(φ′′s )
εc =
,
1 + cot(φ′′s ) tan(θs′′ )

2
cos(αs′ ) − sin(αs′ ) cot(φ′s )
εk =
.
1 + cot(φ′s ) tan(θs′ )
Recognizing that the isolated unit cell possesses only a
single non-zero mode of vibration reduces the governing
¨ + 4ceff ū˙ + 4keff ū = 0, where
equations to meff ū
meff = 1 + m̄a (δ11 + δ22 + δ12 ),
ceff = c̄ + c̄a εc ,

(5a)
(5b)

keff = 1 + k̄a εk ,

(5c)

denote the configuration-dependent element effective
mass, damping, and stiffness. Thus, integrated within
internal architectures, the multi-stable tuning element
presents the opportunity to tailor acoustic metamaterial
dynamic performance post-fabrication via geometric
re-configuration, i.e., without the need to add/remove
material or to invoke stimuli-response constituents.
As an illustration of the potential disparity in
effective properties exhibited by the element’s bi-stable
components, Fig.
2 plots the effective property
(1)
(2)
(1) (2)
ratios, mr = meff /meff , cr = ceff /ceff , and kr =
(1)
(2)
keff /keff (superscript denoting the configuration, s, of
the respective component) as functions of the geometric
design parameters for m̄a = 1/10, k̄a = 4, c̄a = 3/2,
and c̄ = 1/2. In Fig. 2a, effective property curves
are generated by considering the component response
when the internal joint (i.e., A, A′ , or A′′ ) is positioned
at an arbitrary location (as defined by φs , φ′s , or φ′′s )
along the ellipse. The mr approaches a maximum as
φ1 → 0 (φ2 → π/2) where the inertial amplification
effect generated by the effective mass component is at
a peak (nadir). Specifically, for a static mass, mst =
(1)
1 + m̄a , the maximum corresponds to meff /mst = 5.67
(2)
and meff /mst = 1.32, indicating a less inconsequential
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FIG. 2. Geometric Dependence of Effective Properties. (a) Effective mass, stiffness, and damping ratios as a function of φ1 for
ℓ1 +ℓ2 = 0.12 and (xC , yC ) = (0.02a, 0.02a). Stiffness and damping ratios calculated for ℓB1 = {0.8ℓC1 , 0.85ℓC1 } (b) Iso-contours
of effective mass ratio, mr , for φ1 = π/8 and m̄a = 1/10. (c) Effective stiffness
ratio, kr , for φ1 =
pπ/10 and k̄a = 4. Shaded
p
2
2
or |ℓ1 − ℓ2 | < x2C + yC
.
region (black) in (b) and (c) denote a forbidden geometry, i.e., ℓ1 + ℓ2 > x2C + yC

inertial amplification effect for s = 2. In addition, the
similar formulation c̄eff and k̄eff in combination with the
co-location of B′ and B′′ explains the tandem behavior
of cr and kr curves. Furthermore, as illustrated by the
evolution of the plots as ℓ̄B1 is varied, the location of
B′ acts to scale cr and kr . The angle at which each
curve attains the maximum may be calculated from Eqs.
(5). In Figs. 2b,c, the component bar lengths remain
fixed while φs , φ′s , and φ′′s vary in response to changing
the location of node C. Unless otherwise stated, in
the following, the tuning element is constructed using
the above material parameters along with (xC , yC ) =
(0.02a, 0.02a), ℓ̄1 + ℓ̄2 = 0.12, and ℓ̄B1 = 0.8ℓ̄C1 . For
the mass component, φ1 = π/8; for the damping and
stiffness components, φ′1 = φ′′1 = π/10. Consequently,
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
meff = 6.24, meff = 1.45, ceff = 1.31, ceff = 0.5,
(1)
(2)
keff = 3.15, and keff = 1.

of a point separated by lattice vector, a, from a reference
exhibits a phase shift, i.e., ū[κ · (x + a), t̄] = ū(x, t̄)eiκ·a
with wavevector, κ. Consequently, one may write,
ū = Tūe , equating the full set of degrees of freedom to
the product of a wavevector-dependent transformation
matrix, T, and a subset of essential freedoms, ūe . Thus,
in terms of ūe , the metamaterial governing equations
¨ e + Ce ū˙ e + Ke ūe = 0 where Me = TH MT,
are Me ū
Me = TH MT, and Me = TH MT with (·)H denoting the
Hermitian transpose. TH f = 0 maintains that boundary
forces do no work.
Following the free-wave formulation, ūe (t̄) = ũe eλ̄t̄ ,
where λ̄ is a complex frequency. Applying the time
derivatives develops a quadratic eigenvalue problem in
λ̄. Alternatively, the governing equation can be recast in
the state-space form, Aȳ˙ + Bȳ = 0, where

III.

Assuming the solution, ȳ(t̄) = ỹeη̄t̄ , formulates the
standard eigenvalue problem in complex frequency, η̄.
The solutions appear in conjugate pairs of the form,
η̄ = −ξ ω̄res ± iω̄d , where ω̄res is the resonant frequency,
ω̄d = Im[η̄] the damped natural frequency, and ξ =
−Re[η̄]/Abs[η̄] the damping ratio.
We complement the Bloch analysis with a simulation
of a finite structure for which the nonlinear terms
in the governing equations are maintained.
In
addition, the numerical model utilizes mechanism links
of finite stiffness, kℓ ≫ k, which introduces additional,
predominantly high-frequency modes of oscillation but,
otherwise, does not affect the dynamics related to
kinematic amplification17 . However, numerical stability,
then requires assigning a negligible mass, m̄o = 10−3 , to

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

In the following, we investigate the adjustable
(linear) dynamic response of metamaterial architectures
incorporating the multi-stable element. To this end,
for an analytical treatment, we apply the free-wave
formulation of Bloch theorem described by Hussein and
Frazier52 which accommodates temporal attenuation in
wave amplitude. This section briefly describes the
formulation and interpretation of results.
For the unit cell of a viscously-damped, periodic
¨ + Cū˙ + Kū = f represents the discretized
medium, Mū
equations of motion with f collecting the forces applied at
the unit cell boundaries by its immediate neighbors. Due
to the spatial periodicity of the wave solution, the motion






 
0 Me
−Me 0
ū˙
A=
, B=
, ȳ = e .
Me Ce
0 Ke
ūe
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FIG. 3. Frequency Band Structure (1D). (a) 1D metamaterial with tuning element unit cell. (b) Mono-atomic chain (MAC)
representing the base structure of the metamaterial, i.e., the scenario in which the kinematic amplification components are
absent. (c–e) Configuration-dependent metamaterial frequency and damping ratio band structures. From tuning element
components uniformly in state s = 2, selectively switching one component to s = 1 amplifies the associated effective property,
yielding (c) low-frequency band gaps, (d) metadamping and branch cut-off, and (e) increased long-wavelength sound speed.

nodes A′ and A′′ . We utilize kℓ /k = 103 , which is well
beyond what is necessary for results to converge.

IV.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1D Metamaterial

To demonstrate the tuning ability afforded by the
multi-stable element, we first consider the dispersion of
the one-dimensional metamaterial in Fig. 3a for which
Eq. (4) provides the matrices of the corresponding
equation of motion.
Following the application of
Bloch theorem via TT = [1
eiκa ], the state-space
determinantal equation is found to be:
η̄ 2 (meff − δ12 [1 + cos(κa)]m̄a )
 κa 
+ 4 sin2
(η̄ceff + keff ) = 0,
2
which the presence of meff , ceff , and keff renders
configuration-specific, an attribute extending to ω̄d and
ξ. We also consider the dynamics of the mono-atomic
chain (MAC) in Fig.
3b which represents the
metamaterial base structure and, therefore, lacks the
amplifying components.
Figures 3c–e display the metamaterial dispersion
response as each component of the tuning element
is activated in turn.
For clarity, of the eight
possible tuning element configurations, we highlight only

four: the case in which components are uniformly
in state s = 2, therefore, minimizing the affect of
kinematic amplification; and the three cases in which
one component is singularly in state s = 1. Results
for all eight configurations are available in Fig. S1c.
Comparing the dispersion results of the uniform case
to those of the MAC, reveals a close alignment due
to the aforementioned diminution of the kinematic
amplification effect, a result which is exacerbated in the
long-wavelength limit (κa → 0) as the relative motion
between nodes 1 and 2 to which the motion at A (equiv.
A′ , A′′ ) is proportional becomes vanishingly small. In
fact, the long-wavelength sound speed of the uniform
metamaterial, c0 = 0.945, is nearly identical to that
of the MAC, cMAC
= 0.994. In each case, beyond a
0
maximum frequency, ω̄dmax , and damping ratio, ξ max , a
semi-infinite gap opens; for the metamaterial, ω̄dmax =
1.468 and ξ max = 0.4. In Fig. 3c, switching only
the effective mass component to configuration s = 1
brings a near four-fold increase in meff , leading to a
decrease in the maximum frequency and damping ratio
while the sound speed remains unaffected. Similarly,
in Fig.
3d, switching only the effective damping
component to configuration s = 1 more than doubles
ceff , decreasing the maximum frequency and increasing
the damping ratio while maintaining the sound speed.
In addition, we also observe branch cut-off, the condition
whereby ω̄d ≯ 0 over the whole Brillouin zone due
to a corresponding ξ ≥ 1 (i.e., overdamping); thus,
opening gaps in the wavenumber range52 . Moreover, the
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FIG. 4. Band Gap Evolution (color online). (a) The frequency diagram (band gaps shaded) depicting the acoustic (solid) and
optical (dashed) branch of 1D metamaterial defined by a two-element unit cell where the configuration, {s,s}, of the constituent
(i) mass, (ii) damping, or (iii) stiffness components is altered while that of the other two property components is uniformly
s = 2. (b) The average band-gap width, ∆ω d (solid), and the average number of band gaps, n̄BG (hollow), among all (i) meff
(black), (ii) ceff (red), and (iii) keff (green) configurations of a n-element unit cell.

scenarios depicted in Figs. 3c,d demonstrate the concept
of metadamping, a reduction (negative) or amplification
(positive) of dissipative power between two statically
equivalent configurations (i.e., identically prescribed
mass, damping, effective stiffness)53 . Similar result were
also reported by Hussein et al.53 and Al Ba’ba’a et al.32 .
In particular, Hussein et al., who first demonstrated
negative metadamping, analyze a system of fixed
properties and combined inertial amplification and local
resonance, revealing a trade-off between metadamping
and spatial attenuation.
Al Ba’ba’a and company
demonstrated an in situ tunable electro-mechanical
system of piezoelectric shunting circuits which exploit
kinematic amplification for positive metadamping. In
Fig. 3e, switching only the effective stiffness component
to configuration s = 1 triples keff , leading to an increase
in the maximum frequency and sound speed while the
damping ratio decreases. The frequency and damping
ratio scaling observed in Figs. 3c–e can be understood
by relating the wave dispersion results at the boundary of
the irreducible Brillouin zone (κa = π)
pto the vibration of
an isolated unit
cell
for
which
ω̄
=
4keff (1 − ξ 2 )/meff
d
√
and ξ = ceff / keff meff .
Since each bi-stable component can be independently
configured, the spatial distribution of effective properties
as well as the emerging dynamic response are extremely
customizable.
Consider, now, a 1D metamaterial
unit cell of n tuning elements which supports 23n
configurations and, due to equivalent dynamics among
certain configurations, a lesser number of unique
dispersion responses. The n-element unit cell permits
a non-uniform property distribution conducive to the

formation of finite band gaps as exemplified by the
results in Fig. 4a for n = 2. In addition, we observe
branch overtaking – the scenario whereby damping leads
to higher modes occupying a frequency range below
lower ones – between the acoustic and optical modes52 .
Figure 4b tracks the average band-gap width, ∆ω d ,
and the average number of band gaps, n̄BG for a
(2)
(2)
n-element system (i) of uniform keff and ceff , and the
(2)
(2)
2n configurations of meff , (ii) of uniform meff and keff ,
n
and the 2 configurations of ceff and (iii) of uniform
(2)
(2)
meff and ceff , and the 2n configurations of keff . As n
increases, each scenario exhibits a monotonic increase
in ∆ωd which, nevertheless, appears to asymptotically
approach a limiting value. Further inspection of the band
structures reveals that this result reflects the tendency
of unit cell morphologies to broaden band gaps at higher
frequencies while gaps at lower frequencies either shrink
or close. Moreover, although a n-element system may
exhibit up to n − 1 band gaps, due to the band-gap
closures that manifest for certain configurations, Fig. 4b
shows n̄BG ≤ n − 1. The band gaps tend to be wider
when varying the stiffness, followed by the inertial and
damping induced band gaps, consistent with the nature
of dependency of ω̄d on the specific properties. Compared
to the variable meff and keff distribution scenarios, the
case of variable ceff distribution sees lower ∆ω d and
n̄BG owing to annihilation of band gaps by the unique
conditions branch overtaking and overdamping52 .
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B.

2D Metamaterial

Figure 5a shows the unit cell of a square lattice
incorporating the multi-stable element along both its
horizontal and vertical edges.
The corresponding
matrices M, C, K, and T are provided in the Appendix.
Different from the previous example, here, ℓ̄1 + ℓ̄2 = 0.4,
φ1 = φ′1 = φ′′1 = 0.03π, and ℓ̄B1 = −4ℓ̄C1 , yielding
effective property ratios of mr = 31 and kr = 26.
Although cr = 19, compared to the previous example,
the attenuation experienced by propagating waves is
significantly reduced by keeping the damping small, i.e.,
c̄ = 1/200 and c̄a = 3/200. Apparently, setting the
tuning element along each axis to different configurations
generates an anisotropic response in one or more of the
effective properties which may assist the realization of
tunable directional behavior. Nevertheless, following
the procedure outlined in Sec. III, we determine the
two-dimensional dispersion relations, for three cases for
(2)
which ceff and the tuning elements along each axis are
(2)
(2)
(2)
in identical states: (i) meff and keff , (ii) meff and
(1)
(1)
(1)
keff , and (iii) meff and keff . Figure 5b reflects the
dynamics of each of these unit cell configurations, the
longitudinal mode (solid) exhibiting behavior reminiscent
of that exhibited by the 1D system.
In order to support the analytical dispersion results
as well as to demonstrate the tuning element as a
mechanism for realizing functionality, we simulate the
dynamic response of a 14 × 14 square lattice for which, of
the myriad available morphologies, the particular spatial
distribution of unit cell configurations and corresponding
effective properties is set in the form of a waveguide
(Fig. 5c). We prescribe a small-amplitude, sinusoidal
displacement at the left boundary and depict the
response in Figs. 5d,e. For an excitation frequency, ω̄ =
4.82 (Fig. 5d), waves propagate along the channel defined
by unit cells with tuning elements in configuration (ii)
and, otherwise, decay since the excitation frequency falls
within a semi-infinite band gap. Alternately, for an
excitation frequency, ω̄ = 2.60, the bulk of the wave
energy is directed from the horizontal portion of channel
of configuration (ii) and into that of configuration (i)
(Fig. 5e). Apparently, although wave propagation is
supported in the vertical portion of channel (ii), since
waves are no longer barred from entering channel (i),
little wave energy is re-directed into the vertical column.
The waveguide is just one functionality realizable
post-fabrication in lattices leveraging the tuning element
for effective property re-distribution.

V.

consequences for the dynamic response of metamaterials
for which it is a part of the unit cell design.
This is significant since, despite the well-established
impact of all three properties in mechanical vibration
and wave propagation, alternative approaches typically
manipulate a single parameter.
In addition, the
specific implementation of multi-stability in the proposed
structural element ensures that re-configuration does
not entail a change in length and, therefore, does not
necessitate a change in the size/shape of the realized
metamaterial structure, a beneficial quality in practical
settings where the metamaterial structure is subject to
geometric constraints.
To demonstrate the tuning ability granted by the
multi-stable element, we analytically and numerically
investigate the adjustable dynamic characteristics of
1D/2D metamaterial models for which it appears as
a part of the unit cell.
It is shown that the
band structure depends on the specific configurations
of the multi-stable element: the sound speed, the
frequency range(s) of propagation, and the propagation
modality (e.g., underdamped or overdamped) are each
amenable to manipulation. Moreover, in organizing
the spatial distribution of the element states, custom
and re-definable mesoscopic morphologies of the effective
properties are attainable with the potential for
functionalization (e.g., the impromptu formation of a
waveguide).
The proposed concept offers a new way to expand
the performance space of lattice metamaterials
post-fabrication. In addition, as a product of geometry
rather than, e.g., specific material constituents or
external apparatuses, the proposed technique promises a
flexible implementation, and is amenable to current and
emerging additive manufacturing technologies.

APPENDIX
Kinematic Relations

In addition to the tuning ability provided by the
multi-stable element, the effective properties enabled by
the amplified motion of each two-bar linkage is central to
the metamaterial performance. For the inclined, two-bar
linkage components utilized in this article, Frazier51
derives relations for the amplified displacement at node
A (equivalently, A′ and A′′ ) in terms of the displacements
at nodes 1 and 2. To arrive at these relations, consider
the length of each rigid link of the component: ℓ21 =
(xA − x1 )2 + (yA − y1 )2 and ℓ22 = (xA − xC )2 + (yA − yC )2 .
The corresponding differentials are given by:

CONCLUSION

In this article, we present a novel structural element
which leverages geometric multi-stability and kinematic
amplification to independently adjust its effective
mass, stiffness, and viscous damping properties with

(xA − x1 )(ūA − ū1 ) + (yA − y1 )(v̄A − v̄1 ) = 0, (A1a)
(xA − xC )(ūA − ū2 ) + (yA − yC )(v̄A − v̄2 ) = 0, (A1b)
where δxA → ūA , δyA → v̄A , δxC → ū2 , δyC → v̄2 , and
δx1 → ū1 . Simultaneously solving Eqs. (A1) yields the
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FIG. 5. Customizable Waveguide (color online). (a) The 2D metamaterial unit cell with nearest- and next-nearest neighbor
connections, and a tuning element oriented along both the horizontal and vertical axis. (b) Homogeneous dispersion curves
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)
[sans ξ(κ)] for three tuning element configurations with constant ceff : (i) meff and keff (blue), (ii) meff and keff (green), and
(1)
(1)
(iii) meff and keff (red). (c) System of 14 × 14 unit cells with tuning elements configured to establish a waveguide in the
non-uniform distribution of effective properties. In simulation, a sinusoidal displacement, ūx = (5 × 10−5 ) sin(ω̄ t̄) for t̄ ∈ [0, 50],
is prescribed at the left boundary with frequency (d) ω̄ = 4.82 and (e) ω̄ = 2.60. Subfigures (d,e) plot the observed maximum
magnitude of the displacement, |ū|.

desired relations:
ū2 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )ū1 + (v̄1 − v̄2 ) tan(θs )
, (A2a)
1 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )
(ū1 − ū2 ) cot(φs ) + v̄1 + v̄2 tan(θs ) cot(φs )
v̄A =
.
1 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )
(A2b)

ūA =

For the one-dimensional system, v̄1 and v̄2 vanish,
reducing Eqs. (A2) to Eqs. (2):
ū2 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )ū1
,
1 + tan(θs ) cot(φs )
cos(φs ) cos(θs )
v̄A = (ū1 − ū2 )
.
sin(φs + θs )

respectively, to the deformation energy and rate of energy
loss, it is necessary to also know the motion of node B′ .
Given, ℓ̄2AB = (xA − xB )2 + (yA − yB )2 , the length of the
segment joining nodes A′ and B′ , the differential gives:
δ ℓ̄AB = cos(αs )(ūA − ū1 ) + sin(αs )(v̄A − v̄1 ),

(A4)

where δxB → ū1 and δyB → v̄1 . Upon substituting the
relations in Eq. (2) into Eq. (A4), we show δℓAB to be a
function of the boundary displacements, u1 and u2 :

ūA =

For the motion of A′ and A′′ , φs and θs are
simply replaced by their primed and double-primed
counterparts, respectively.
For the linkage component containing ma , Eqs.
(A2) and Eqs. (2) are sufficient for calculating the
contribution to the kinetic energy in terms of ū1 and
ū2 . In order to calculate the contribution of ka and ca ,

δ ℓ̄AB = −[u1 − u2 − (v1 − v2 ) tan(θs′ )]
cos(αs′ ) − sin(αs′ ) cot(φ′s )
×
,
1 + cot(φ′s ) tan(θs′ )

(A5)

For the one-dimensional system where v̄1 and v̄2 vanish,
reducing Eq. (A5) to the following:

δ ℓ̄AB = −

(ū1 − ū2 )[cos(αs′ ) − sin(αs′ ) cot(φ′s )]
.
1 + cot(φ′s ) tan(θs′ )

(A6)
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written consistent with uT = [u1 u2 ], where uT
i =
[ui vi ] and i = 1, 2 is the node number. In the preceding,

Square Lattice Matrix Equations

Equation (3) in the main article defines the kinetic
energy, deformation energy, and rate of energy loss for
a one-dimensional system comprising the multi-stable
tuning element and a boundary mass. Application of
the dissipative Euler-Lagrange equation generates the
corresponding matrix equations of motion. Here, the
procedure is repeated for a two-dimensional system and,
ultimately, is utilized to develop the matrix definitions
for the square lattice unit cell of Sec. IV B.
Isolated, the energetics of the tuning element are given
2
by T = 21 m̄a ū˙ 2A + 21 m̄a v̄˙ A
, V = 12 k̄a (δ ℓ̄AB )2 , and R =
1
c̄ (δ ℓ̄˙ )2 . Upon substitution of Eqs. (A2) and (A5)
2 a

δ11 = [cos(φs ) csc(φs + θs )]2 ,
δ12 = δ21 = cos(φs ) sin(φs ) csc(φs + θs )2 ,
δ13 = δ31 = cos(φs ) cos(θs ) cot(φs + θs ) csc(φs + θs ),
δ14 = δ41 = cos(φs ) sin(θs ) cot(φs + θs ) csc(φs + θs ),
δ22 = [sin(φs ) csc(φs + θs )]2 ,
δ23 = δ32 = sin(φs ) cos(θs ) cot(φs + θs ) csc(φs + θs ),
δ24 = δ42 = sin(φs ) sin(θs ) cot(φs + θs ) csc(φs + θs ),

AB

into T , V , and R, the configuration-specific Ma , Ca , and
Ka are derived as follows:


δ11 δ12 −δ13 δ14
δ22 −δ23 δ24 

Ma = ∂t (∂u̇ T ) = m̄a 
,
symm. δ33 −δ34 
δ44


1 −γ −1 γ
γ2
γ −γ 2 

Ca = ∂u̇ R = c̄a εc 
,
symm. 1 −γ 
γ2


1 −µ −1 µ
µ2
µ −µ2 

Ka = ∂u̇ V = k̄a εk 
,
symm. 1 −µ 
2
µ


h
v
h
v
h
h
1/m̄a + δ11
+ δ22
δ12
− δ12
−δ13
δ14
h
v
h
h

1/m̄a + δ22 + δ11 −δ23 δ24

h
h

δ33
−δ34

h

δ44
M = m̄a 


symm.



δ33 = [cos(θs ) csc(φs + θs )]2 ,
δ34 = δ43 = cos(θs ) sin(θs ) csc(φs + θs )2 ,
δ44 = [sin(θs ) csc(φs + θs )]2
µ = tan(θs′ ),
γ = tan(θs′′ ).

Following an assembly process, Ma , Ca , and Ka are
incorporated into the system matrices, M, C, and K
of the particular two-dimensional system. For the square
lattice considered in the main, these matrices for the unit
cell are given by:

0
0
0
0
0

v
v 
0 δ24
δ23
v
v 
0 −δ14
−δ13

0 0
0 

0 0
0 
,
0 0
0 

0 0
0 
v
v 
δ44 δ34
v
δ33


3c̄ + 2c̄a εc [1 + (γ v )2 ] c̄ − 2c̄a εc (γ h − γ v ) −2(c̄ + c̄a εc )
2c̄a εc γ h
h
2
h

3c̄ + 2c̄a εc [1 + (γ ) ]
2c̄a εc γ
−2c̄a εc (γ h )2


3c̄ + 2c̄a εc −(c̄ + 2c̄a εc γ h )

1
c̄ + 2c̄a εc (γ h )2
C= 
2

symm.



−c̄
−c̄
0
0
c̄

−c̄
−c̄
0
0
c̄
c̄


3 + 2k̄a εk [1 + (µv )2 ] 1 − 2k̄a εk (µh − µv ) −2(1 + k̄a εk )
2k̄a εk µh

3 + 2k̄a εk [1 + (µh )2 ]
2k̄a εk µh
−2k̄a εk (µh )2


3 + 2k̄a εk −(1 + 2k̄a εk µh )
1

1 + 2k̄a εk (µh )2
K= 
2

symm.



−1
−1
0
0
1

−1
−1
0
0
1
1


−2c̄a εc (γ v )2
−2c̄a εc γ v
v
−2c̄a εc γ
−2(c̄ + c̄a εc ) 


−c̄
c̄


c̄
−c̄
,
0
0


0
0

c̄ + 2c̄a εc (γ v )2 −c̄ + 2c̄a εc γ v 
3c̄ + 2c̄a εc

v 2
−2k̄a εk (µ )
−2k̄a εk µv
−2k̄a εk µv
−2(1 + k̄a εk ) 


−1
1


1
−1
,
0
0


0
0

v 2
v
1 + 2k̄a εk (µ ) −1 + 2k̄a εk µ
3 + 2k̄a εk
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consistent with ūT = [ū0 ū1 ū2 ū3 ]. Coefficients,
(·)h and (·)v , pertain to the bi-stable components
along the horizontal and vertical edges of the unit cell,
respectively. For uT
e = [u0 v0 ], the corresponding Bloch
transformation matrix is given by:


1
0
 0
1 


 px
0 


px 
 0
T=

px py 0 
 0 p p 

x y
 p
0 
y
0
py
where px = eiκx a and py = eiκy a .
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